Nintendo 3ds sound problem

ROBLOXIAN98 6 posts since Aug 1, 2011

I have a 3ds. today i was trying to use the nintendo sound problem. I was listening to one of my favorite songs while it was in my pocket, And all of a sudden it did a random pause. I reached down to get it, but then it started playing another song on there. So i was a bit freaked out. i rebooted the system, tried it again, tried a new song, and it did the same thing.......

Is it just a software glitch, or is is something more serious, like maybe a Rotom taking over my 3DS? (pokemon analogy)

ONE-OF-THREE 7,714 posts since Apr 1, 2010

Re: Nintendo 3ds sound problem Aug 11, 2011 3:24 PM

While it could very well be Rotom trying to take over the world one 3DS at a time, it is more likely just a software glitch or perhaps a problem with one of more of your songs and/or SD Card where the 3DS is not able to play them correctly.:)

Is it still occurring with these and/or other songs, where you might have to do some more troubleshooting to determine exactly what the problem is (3DS, songs, SD Card or something else), or was it was a temporary thing where your songs are playing perfectly, as your 3DS was able to fight back against Rotom to win the glorious battle? 😊

GAARADEMONOFTHESAND 1 posts since Jan 29, 2012

Re: Nintendo 3ds sound problem Jan 29, 2012 3:44 PM

I was having the exact same problem, and i have found it isnt specific songs, it just does it at random, and only while the lid is closed, has there been any sort of solution found yet? because i was hoping to make my 3ds my primary music player as well, and the skipping and pausing is quite annoying, i would really appreciate it if anything has been found that works 😞  thanks in advance 😊